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Abstract
Quantum nonrelativistic systems with 2× 2 matrix potentials are investigated. Phys-
ically, they simulate charged or neutral fermions with non-trivial dipole momenta, inter-
acting with an external electric field. Assuming rotationally invariance of the Hamiltonian
all such systems allowing second order integrals of motion are identified. It is shown that
the integrals of motion can be effectively used to separate variables and to reduce the
systems to decoupled ordinary differential equations. Solutions for two of the discussed
problems are presented explicitly.
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1 Introduction
Exactly solvable systems of quantum mechanics are favourite subjects for many physicists
and mathematicians. The beauty of such systems (like the Hydrogen atom or the harmonic
oscillator) is that they are simple enough to be solved in a way free of uncertainties and
inconveniences of various approximate approaches. Meanwhile, they are sufficiently complicated
to model the physical reality. In addition, the complete sets of their exact solutions supply us
by convenient bases for expansions of solutions of other problems. Many of exactly solvable
systems admit nice hidden symmetries which are very interesting on their own account.
The exact solvability of quantum mechanical systems is usually caused by their specific
property called superintegrability. The system with n degrees of freedom is integrable if it
admits n − 1 commuting integrals of motion in addition to its Hamiltonian. The system is
superintegrable if it is integrable and admits at least one more integral of motion.
The systematic search for superintegrable systems started with paper [1]. We will not
recount the details of rather inspiring history of this search and discuss all obtained fundamental
results related to quantum mechanical and classical scalar systems. In contrary, we restrict
ourselves to discussion of superintegrable systems with spin.
Such systems where studied methodically in recent papers [2]-[4]. The problem of classifi-
cation of superintegrable systems with spin was stated in [2] where 2d systems with spin-orbit
interaction and first order integrals of motion had been presented. Then these results were
generalized to the cases of three-dimensional Euclidean space [3] and second order integrals of
motion [4]. The results presented in [4] were restricted to rotationally invariant systems and to
integrals of motion which are rotational vectors or scalars.
However, the spin-orbit coupling is not the only spin effect which can be present in quantum
mechanical systems. One more coupling which is very important and has a well observable effect
is the dipole, or Pauli interaction. This interaction is represented by the Stern-Gerlach term
∼ S ·B (where S and B are the spin and magnetic field strength vectors) ore, more generally,
by a matrix term linear in an external field. Moreover, the Pauli interaction affects even neutral
particles provided, like neutron, they have non-trivial dipole moments.
An important example of a 2d superintegrable system with dipole spin interaction was
presented long time ago by Pron’ko and Stroganov [5] . However, a systematical search for such
systems is only at the beginning. The classification of 2d systems with the first order integrals
of motion was presented in [6], while the 3d systems with Fock type dynamical symmetry were
derived in [7]. Generalizations of the Pron’ko-Stroganov system to the case of arbitrary spin
were discussed in [8] and [9]. However, a classification of integrable and superintegrable systems
with the dipole interaction, admitting higher order integrals of motion, was not carried out till
now.
In the present paper 3d superintegrable systems with dipole interaction are classified. We
restrict ourselves to systems which are invariant w.r.t. the rotation group and admit second
order integrals of motion. The list of such systems is not too long, but two of them are defined
up to arbitrary functions, and so the number of inequivalent systems is infinite. In particular, it
includes a system with Fock symmetry discussed recently in [7], and a supersymmetric system
with a matrix potential. For a classification of supersymmetric matrix potentials see papers
[10]–[12].
Superintegrable systems are in many cases exactly solvable, see, e.g., [13]-[16]. In particular,
all the spinless 2d superintegrable systems whose integrals are given by second order differential
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operators are exactly solvable as well, and it was conjectured that this property is valid also
for higher dimensional superintegrable systems [15].
For systems with spin the situation is more complicated due to the presence of the additional
dichotomous variable. As it was noticed in [7], such systems with 3 spatial variables are not
necessary exactly solvable even if they admit more than 3 second order integrals of motion.
Thus the solvability of the discussed systems should be examined separately. Of course, it
is impossible to solve all systems with arbitrary functions, presented in the current paper. We
restrict ourselves to two particular cases which are seemed to be physically interesting since
include the field of point charge. The corresponding exact solutions are presented in section 6,
where some other exactly solvable problems are indicated also. In addition, we apply integrals of
motion to reduce generic (i.e., including arbitrary functions) eigenvalue problems to decoupled
systems of ordinary differential equations for radial wave functions. However, these equations
in general are not exactly solvable.
2 Schro¨dinger-Pauli equations for neutral particles
To describe spin effects in non-relativistic quantum mechanics the Schro¨dinger equation should
be generalized by Pauli term proportional to the scalar product of spin with vector of the mag-
netic field strength. For neutral particles with non-trivial dipole moments (e.g., for neutrons)
this term becomes dominant since in this case the minimal interaction is absent. The Pauli-
like term is requested also for description of interaction of charged particles having non-trivial
electric moments with an external electric field.
In other words, there are several reasons to study the Schro¨dinger-Pauli equations of the
following generic form:
Hψ ≡
(
p2
2m
+
λ
2m
σ ·K+ ωV (x)
)
ψ = Eψ (1)
where σ is the matrix vector whose components are Pauli matrices, K and V are vector and
scalar external fields. Moreover, λ and ω are coupling constants and E denotes an eigenvalue
of Hamiltonian H .
Since we are interested in systems with a spin dependent interaction, constant λ is supposed
to be nonzero. To obtain more compact formulae in the following calculations let us rescall
variables and reduce the Hamiltonian to the following simplified form:
H = −∆+ Vˆ (x) ≡ −∆+ σ · F+ F 0 (2)
where ∆ is the Laplace operator and Vˆ (x) is a matrix potential . For this purpose we change
in (1)
E → Eˆ = 2mE, K→ F = λK, V → F 0 = 2mωV. (3)
Just Hamiltonians (2) which include the generic 2×2 matrix potential Vˆ will be the subject
of our classification. Our goal is to find all possible external fields F = (F 1, F 2, F 3) and F 0
such that the systems with such Hamiltonians be superintegrable.
Notice that symmetries of systems with 2× 2 and 3× 3 matrix potentials have been inves-
tigated in papers [17] and [18]. However, it was done only for diagonal potentials Vˆ depending
on time and one spatial variable.
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3 Determining equations
Let us search for the first and second order integrals of motion for systems described by equation
(1). By definition such integrals of motion Q are first and second order differential operators
commuting with Hamiltonian H :
[H,Q] ≡ HQ−QH = 0. (4)
We suppose these operators be formally self adjoint. Then, without loss of generality, they can
be written in the following form:
Q =
1
4
σµ{{Φµab,∇a},∇b}+ iσµ{Λµa,∇a}+ σµΩµ (5)
where Φµab,Λµa and Ωµ are (unknown) real functions of x, {Φµab,∇a} = Φµab∇a+∇aΦµab, ∇a =
∂
∂xa
, σµ are Pauli matrices with σ0 being the 2 × 2 unit matrix. In addition, here and in the
following the summation is imposed over the repeated indices. Moreover, in all equations the
Latin and Greek indices take the values 1,2,3 and 0,1,2,3 correspondingly.
Substituting (2) and (5) into (4), using the relations
σaσb = δab + iεabcσc
where εmnk is the Levi-Civita symbol, and equating coefficients for linearly independent matrices
and differential operators, we obtain the following system of determining equations for functions
Φµab, Λµa, Ωµ and F µ:
Φµabc + Φ
µbc
a + Φ
µca
b = 0, (6)
Λ0ab + Λ
0b
a = 0, (7)
Λmab + Λ
mb
a + ε
mnkBkΦnab = 0, (8)
Φ0akF bk + Φ
bakF 0k − 2εbckΛcaF k + Ωba = 0, (9)
ΛakF 0k + Λ
0kF ak + ε
ackΩcF k + εnkaΦncdF kcd = 0, (10)
ΦµakF µk + Ω
0
a = 0, (11)
ΛµkF µk = 0. (12)
Here the subindices denote derivatives w.r.t. the independent variables, i.e., F ab =
∂Ba
∂xb
, etc.
Thus to classify Hamiltonians (2) which admit first- and second-order integrals of motion
we are supposed to solve the system of determining equations (6)-(12). Moreover, searching for
the first order integrals of motion we should a priori set Φµab = 0.
4 Classification results
The system (6)-(12) is rather complicated and includes 77 coupled nonlinear partial differential
equations for 44 variables. However, it is rather symmetric, and some of its constituents are
easy integrable. The general solution of this system with two independent variables for the case
Φµab = 0 was found in [7].
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In this paper we find solutions of equations (6)-(12) compatible with the supposition that
Hamiltonian (2) is invariant with respect to the rotation group O(3). In other words we suppose
that H commutes with generators of this group which are nothing but components of the total
orbital momentum vector J:
J = x× p+ 1
2
σ. (13)
This condition reduces the general form of external fields to:
F 0 = φ(x), F a = xaϕ(x) (14)
where φ and ϕ are functions of x =
√
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3.
The system (6)-(12) with additional conditions (14) is algorithmically solvable, see Ap-
pendix. As a result we obtain the following list of Hamiltonians (2) together with the admissible
constants of motion additional to (13):
H = H1 = −∇2 + λσ · x
x3
+ ϕ(x),
Q1 = σ · L+ 1 + λσ · n;
(15)
H = H2 = −∇2 + σ · nf ′ + f 2 − α
x
,
Q2 = (iσ · p+ f) (σ · L + 1) + α
2
σ · n;
(16)
H = H3 = −∇2 + λ
x
σ · n+ λ
2
x2
− α
x
,
Q1, Q3 = Q2|f=λ
x
;
(17)
H = H4 = −∇2 + λσ · x
x2
,
R =
1
2
(p× J− J× p) + λxσ · x
x2
.
(18)
Here L = x × p is the orbital momentum, n = x
x
, ϕ(x) and f are arbitrary function of x,
f ′ = ∂f
∂x
.
Hamiltonian (17) is a particular case of operators presented in (15) and (16), which corre-
sponds to a more extended number of integrals of motion.
Hamiltonian (18) admits three integrals of motion, additional to (13). They are components
of vector R, which generalizes the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector to the case of a system with spin.
The system with Hamiltonian (18) possesses the dynamical symmetry w.r.t. group O(4)
whose generators are vectors J and R. This system was discussed in paper [7] where its shape
invariance was proven and exact solutions of the corresponding eigenvalue problem (1) where
found.
Notice that all Hamiltonians (15)-(18) admit one more (discrete) symmetry. Namely, they
commute with the following operator
Q4 = (σ · L+ 1)p (19)
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where p is the space inversion operator which changes the sign of independent variables, i.e.,
acts on the wave function as pψ(x) = ψ(−x).
One more symmetry which includes the space reflection is valid for Hamiltonians H2.
Namely, these Hamiltonians commute with the following operator:
Q5 = (σ · p+ f)p+ ασ · n.
Of course, this symmetry with f = λ
x
is valid for Hamiltonian H3.
5 Algebraic properties of integrals of motion
Let us discuss some general properties of the constants of motion presented in the previous
section.
By construction, operators Q1, Q2, Q3 and R commute with the corresponding Hamilto-
nians, i.e., satisfy conditions (4).
Operators Q1, Q2, and Q3 are rotational scalars and so commute with the total orbital
momentum (13):
[Qa,J] = 0, a = 1, 2, 3. (20)
In addition, these operators satisfy the following algebraic relations:
Q21 = J
2 + λ2 +
1
4
, (21)
Q22 =
(
J2 +
1
4
)
H2 +
α2
4
, (22)
Q23 =
(
J2 +
1
4
)
H3 +
α2
4
, (23)
Q1Q3 +Q3Q1 = αλ, [Q
2
1, Q3] = 0, [Q
2
3, Q1] = 0. (24)
We see that the integrals of motion form rather non-trivial superalgebraic structures. Re-
lations (23) and (24) will be used to explain the degeneration of spectrum of Hamiltonian
(17).
In the particular case ϕ = α
x2
integrals of motion (13), (15) together with operators D =
x1p1 + x2p2 + x3p3 and K = x
2/2 form a basis of the seven-dimensional Lie algebra since the
following commutation relations are satisfied:
[H1, D] = −2iH, [K,H1] = iD,
[Ja, J b] = iεabcJc, [K,D] = 2iK
(25)
while all the other commutators are trivial. In other words, there is a direct sum of the conformal
algebra so(1,2)∋ 〈H1, D, K〉, the Lie algebra of the rotation group so(3) ∋ 〈 J1, J2, J3〉 and
the one-dimension algebra spanned on Q1. Thanks to the conformal symmetry the discussed
system can be interpreted as a model of conformal quantum mechanics, see [19] for definitions.
Finally, consider the superintegrable system (18) admitting vector integrals of motion. Com-
ponents Ra of vector operator R satisfy the following commutation relations:
[Ja, Jb] = iεabcJc, [Ra, Jb] = iεabcRc,
[Ra, Rb] = −2iεabcJcH4.
(26)
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Being considered on eigenvectors of HamiltonianH4 corresponding to coupled states, algebra
(26) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of group O(4). In other words, the system with Hamiltonian
H4 admits the same dynamical symmetry as the Hydrogen atom. The detailed analysis of this
system is presented in [7].
6 Exact solutions
Since Hamiltonians H1 and H2 are defined up to arbitrary functions, they represent an infinite
set of superintegrable models. In this section we consider two important particular cases of
such models which involve the Coulomb potential, and present a constructive way for finding
solutions for the systems with arbitrary potentials.
6.1 Charged particle with electric dipole moment interacting with
the field of point charge
Let us start with Hamiltonian H1. It includes an arbitrary scalar potential ϕ and a dipole
interaction term ∼ σ · F with coupling constant λ and external field F = x
x3
. This field can
be interpreted as an electric field generated by a point charge. Thus it is naturally to choose
ϕ = α
x
, then the corresponding operator H1 can be interpreted as a Hamiltonian of a charged
particle with spin 1/2 and a non-trivial dipole electric moment.
Consider the eigenvalue problem for such specified Hamiltonian H1:(
−∆+ λσ · x
x3
− α
x
)
ψ = Eˆψ. (27)
Here ψ = ψ(x) is a two-component function which is supposed to be normalizable and vanishing
at x = 0. In addition, to obtain a system with coupled states we suppose that α > 0.
Equation (27) admits three constants of motion J3,J
2 and Q1 which commute each other.
Thus we can expand ψ = ψ(x) via eigenvectors Ωˆj,κ,ν(ϕ, θ) of these operators:
ψ =
1
x
∑
j,κ,ν
ψjκν(x)Ωˆj,κ,ν(ϕ, θ). (28)
Here x, ϕ and θ are spherical coordinates, j = 1
2
, 3
2
, . . . , κ = −j, −j + 1, . . . j, and ν = εµ
(where µ =
√
j(j + 1) + λ2 + 1
4
and ε = ±1) are quantum numbers which label the eigenvalues:
J2Ωˆj,κ,ν = j(j + 1)Ωˆj,κ,ν,
J3Ωˆj,κ,ν = κΩˆj,κ,ν,
(29)
Q1Ωˆj,κ,ν = νΩˆj,κ,ν. (30)
The explicit form of Ωˆj,κ,ν will be specified later. Notice that the eigenvalues of Q1 can be
found algebraically starting with relation (21) and the first of relations (29).
Substituting (28) into (27) we obtain the following ordinary differential equations for radial
functions ψjκν :(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+
ν(ν + 1)− λ2
x2
− α
x
)
ψjκν = Eˆψjκν. (31)
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This equation is solved by the following functions:
ψjκν = Cjκνx
kν+
1
2 exp
(√
−Eˆx
)
F
(
aν , 2kν + 1, 2
√
−Eˆx
)
(32)
where Cjκν is an integration constant, F is the confluent hypergeometric function, and
kν =
√
ν(ν + 1)− λ2, aν = kν + 1
2
− 1√
−Eˆ
, ν = ±
√
j(j + 1) + λ2 +
1
4
. (33)
In order function (32) be bounded at infinity, the argument aν has to be a negative integer
or zero, i.e.,
kν +
1
2
− 1√
−Eˆ
= −n, n = 1, 2, ... (34)
The corresponding eigenvalue Eˆ in (27) and the energy value E from (3) are given by the
following equations:
Eˆ = − α
2
4N2
and E = −mα
2
2N2
, (35)
where
N =
√
ν(ν + 1)− λ2 + n + 1
2
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (36)
The energy levels (35) are degenerated w.r.t. quantum number κ which are eigenvalues of
the third component of the total orbital momentum. And there are no other degenerations.
Let us present the basic functions Ωˆj,κ,ν = Ωˆj,κ,ν(ϕ, θ), which are used in formula (28):
Ωˆj,κ,ν =
1
2
√
µ


√(
µ+ j + 1
2
)
(j + κ)
j
Yj− 1
2
,κ− 1
2
+ λ
√
j − κ + 1
(j + 1)
(
µ+ j + 1
2
)Yj+ 1
2
,κ− 1
2

 (37)
if ν = µ > 0, and
Ωˆj,κ,ν =
1
2
√
µ

λ
√
(j − κ)
j
(
µ+ j + 1
2
)Yj− 1
2
,κ+ 1
2
+
√
(j + κ + 1)
(
µ+ j + 1
2
)
(j + 1)
Yj+ 1
2
,κ+ 1
2

 (38)
if ν = −µ < 0. Here Yj± 1
2
,k± 1
2
are spherical functions.
6.2 Supersymmetric system
Let us discuss the maximally superintegrable system whose Hamiltonian H3 is defined by equa-
tion (17), and consider the related eigenvalue problem:
H3ψ ≡
(
−∆+ λ
x
σ · n+ λ
2
x2
− α
x
)
ψ = Eˆψ. (39)
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Equation (39) admits a number of symmetry operators given by relations (13) and (17).
Among them there are two commuting integrals of motion J3, J
2 and two anticommuting
constants of motion Q1 and Q3. Symmetries J3 and J
2 make it possible to separate variables.
The constants of motion Q1 and Q3 enable to decouple the system of equations in radial
variables. In addition, it will be shown that these constants of motion generate a specific
degeneration of the energy spectrum.
Like (27), equation (39) is exactly solvable. Expanding its solutions via basis vectors (37)
and (38), i.e., using representation (28), we come to the following equations for radial functions:
Hνψjκν ≡
(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+
ν(ν + 1)
x2
− α
x
)
ψjκν = Eˆψjκν . (40)
where ν are parameters defined in (33).
Hamiltonian Hν is shape invariant. In other words, it can be factorized:
Hν = a+ν aν + cν (41)
where
aν =
∂
∂x
+Wν , a
+
ν = −
∂
∂x
+Wν , cν = − α
2(|ν|+ ε+1
2
)2 , ε = sign ν, (42)
and Wν is a superpotential:
Wν =
2α
2|ν|+ ε+ 1 −
2|ν|+ ε+ 1
4x
, .
Moreover, operators Hˆν = Hν − cν satisfy the intertwining relations
Hˆνa+ν = a+ν Hˆν+1. (43)
This means that eigenvalues of Hamiltonian Hν (40) can be found algebraically using tools of
supersymmetric quantum mechanics. As a result we obtain these eigenvalues in the form (35)
where
N = n+ |ν|+ ε+ 1
2
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (44)
Like in the Hydrogen atom, energy values (35), (44) are proportional to the inverse square of
the main quantum number N . But in contrast with the Hydrogen atom, N is not a linear com-
bination of two independent non-negative integers, and so there is no an N -fold degeneration.
However, since ν can take positive and negative values as well, there is a two-fold degeneration
typical for supersymmetric systems. In addition, since the quantum number κ does not affect
the energy values, we have the additional (2j + 1)-fold degeneration w.r.t. κ.
Let us show that the supersymmetric nature of spectrum (35), (44) is caused integrals of
motion Q1 and Q3.
It follows from (24) that operator Q4 =
i
2
[Q1, Q3] anticommutes with Q1 and Q3. On the
set of eigenfunctions of operators J2 and Q1 it is possible to define the rescaled operators
Qˆ3 =
Q3
j + 1
2
, Qˆ4 =
Q4
ν
+
αQ1
(2j + 1)ν
(45)
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which satisfy the following anticommutation relations
QˆaQˆb + QˆbQˆa = 2δabHˆ. (46)
Here any of subindices a and b independently takes the values 3 and 4, and Hˆ = H3 +
α2
(2j+1)2
.
By construction both Qˆ3 and Qˆ4 commute with Hˆ, but this fact is also a consequence of (46).
Thus the rescaled integrals of motion Qˆ3, Qˆ4 and Hamiltonian Hˆ form a basis of the su-
peralgebra of supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The two-fold degeneration of spectrum of
Hamiltonian Hˆ (and so of Hamiltonian H3) is a direct consequence of algebraic relations (46).
Notice that the ground state with energy Eˆ = α
2
(2ν)2
(see equations (35), (44) for n = 0 and
ε = −1) is not degenerated. Thus the supersymmetry of system (39) is exact.
Let us also present the state vectors corresponding to eigenvalues (35), (36):
ψ
(n)
jκν = Cnx
|ν|+ 1
2 exp
(
−
√
−Eˆx
)
F
(
−n, 2|ν|+ 1,
√
−Eˆx
)
. (47)
Like in (32), F(−n, 2|ν|+1, x) is the confluent hypergeometric function. However, its arguments
differ from arguments of function (32).
6.3 Equations for radial wave functions for arbitrary potentials
Eigenvalue problem for Hamiltonians H1 and H2 can be effectively decoupled for the case of
arbitrary function ϕ and f present in their definitions (15) and (16). Here we deduce the
decoupled equations for radial wave functions.
For Hamiltonian H1 it can be done in complete analogy with section 6.1. Considering
the eigenvalue problem for this Hamiltonian with arbitrary function ϕ and repeating all steps
presented in this section before equation (31), we obtain the following equation:
Hνψjκν ≡
(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+
ν(ν + 1)− λ2
x2
+ ϕ(x)
)
ψjκν = Eˆψjκν (48)
where ν is the parameter defined in (33).
Thus expanding solutions via eigenvectors of the commuting integrals of motion, satisfying
(29) and (30), it is possible to reduce the eigenvalue problem for Hamiltonian H1 (15), which is
a three dimensional system of two coupled equations, to the infinite set of decoupled ordinary
differential equations (48).
In order radial functions ψjκν to have a good behavior at x = 0, the potential ϕ(x) should
increase not faster than α
x2
when x → 0. If for small x this potential increases as α
x2
, then
parameter α should satisfy the condition α >
√
1 + λ2 − 3
4
.
For some particular potentials ϕ(x) equations (48) can be solved explicitly. Examples of
such potentials are:
ϕ(x) = −α
x
, (49)
ϕ(x) =
α
x
+
β
x2
, β 6= 0, (50)
ϕ(x) = ω2x2. (51)
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In the present paper only solutions corresponding to the Coulomb potential (49) are dis-
cussed, see section 6.1.
Consider now the eigenvalue problem for Hamiltonian H2 with arbitrary potential:
H2ψ =
(
−∇2 + σ · nf ′ + f 2 − α
x
)
ψ = Eˆψ. (52)
In addition to (52), we impose on wave function ψ the following condition:
Q2ψ =
(
(iσ · p+ f) (σ · L+ 1) + α
2
σ · n
)
ψ = qψ (53)
where eigenvalues Eˆ and q are connected by the following algebraic relation:
4q2 = (2j + 1)2 Eˆ + α2. (54)
Equations (52) and (53) are compatible since operators H2 and Q2 commute each other and
satisfy relations (16).
To separate variables, let us expand solutions of equations (52) and (53) via the complete
set of eigenfunctions of the commuting operators J2, J3, and σ · L+ 1:
ψ =
1
r
∑
j,κ,εµ
ψj,κ,εµ(r)Ωj,κ,εµ(ϕ, θ). (55)
Here Ωj,κ,εµ(ϕ, θ) are spherical spinors, j, κ, ε = ±1 and µ = j + 12 are quantum numbers
labeling eigenvalues of above mentioned operators:
J2Ωj,κ,εµ = j(j + 1)Ωj,κ,εµ,
J3Ωj,κ,εµ = κΩj,κ,εµ,
(σ · L + 1)Ωj,κ,εµ = εµΩj,κ,εµ
As a result equation (52) is reduced to the following coupled system of ordinary differential
equations for the radial wave function:(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+
µ(µ+ 1)
x2
+ f 2 − α
x
)
ψj,κ,µ(x) + f
′ψj,κ,−µ(x) = Eˆψj,κ,µ(x), (56)(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+
µ(µ− 1)
x2
+ f 2 − α
x
)
ψj,κ,−µ(x) + f
′ψj,κ,µ(x) = Eˆψj,κ,−µ(x). (57)
Using (53) this system can be decoupled. Substituting (55) into (53) and turning into
account the relations
σ · p = σ · nσ · nσ · p =
(
x · p− i
x
)
σ · n+ i
x
σ · n (σ · L + 1) ,
σ · n (σ · L+ 1) = − (σ · L+ 1)σ · n,
(σ · L+ 1)2 = J2 + 1
4
, (σ · n)2 = 1,
σ · nΩj,κ,εµ = Ωj,κ,−εµ, x · pΩj,κ,εµ = 0, x · pψj,κ,εµ = −i ∂
∂x
ψj,κ,εµ
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we obtain the following system of first order equations:
(f − q˜)ψj,κ,µ + a+µψj,κ,−µ = 0, (58)
−(f + q˜)ψj,κ,−µ + ajψj,κ,µ = 0 (59)
were
aµ =
(
∂
∂x
+
µ
x
− α
2µ
)
, a+µ =
(
− ∂
∂x
+
µ
x
− α
2µ
)
and
q˜ =
2q
2j + 1
= ±
(
Eˆ +
α2
(2j + 1)2
) 1
2
.
Solving equation (59) for ψj,κ,−µ and substituting the derived expression into (58) or into
(56) we obtain a decoupled system of second order equations:(
a+µ aµ +
f ′
f + q˜
aµ + f
2 − α
2
4µ2
)
ψj,κ,µ = Eˆψj,κ,µ. (60)
Thus equation (52) with arbitrary potential function f = f(x) can be reduced to the
decoupled system of ordinary differential equations (60) for radial functions. However, it is
doubtful whether the latter equations can be solved exactly for a fixed function f = f(x) if
αff ′ 6= 0.
To end this section, let us write system (56), (57) as a single equation with a matrix
potential:
Hψ˜j,κ,µ ≡
(
− ∂
2
∂x2
+ U
)
ψ˜j,κ,µ =
(
Eˆ +
α2
(2j + 1)2
)
ψ˜j,κ,µ (61)
where ψ˜j,κ,µ = column(ψj,κ,µ, ψj,κ,−µ), and
U = W 2 −W ′, W =
(
µ
x
− α
2µ
)
σ3 + fσ1.
In other words, the effective potential U can be expressed via superpotential W . This circum-
stance makes it possible to find the ground states ψ
(0)
j,κ,µ of Hamiltonians H which are solutions
of equation
(
∂
∂x
+W
)
ψ˜
(0)
j,κ,µ = 0. The latter equation is nothing but the system (58), (59) with
q˜ = 0.
7 Discussion
We present the completed list of 3d Hamiltonians (2) with matrix potentials, which are invariant
w.r.t. the rotation group and admit first and second order integrals of motion. This list is given
by equations (15)-(18) and includes four representatives, two of which are defined up to arbitrary
functions.
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The presented systems have a clear physical interpretation and describe particles with spin
1/2 and non-trivial dipole moment. The system (18) was discussed in paper [7]. Like the
Hydrogen atom, it admits six integrals of motion satisfying algebra o(4). However, in contrast
with symmetries of the Hydrogen atom, the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector R in (18) is dependent
on spin. In the present paper we prove that this system is unique, and there are no other 2×2
matrix potentials compatible with this symmetry.
It is possible to verify by direct calculations that Hamiltonians H1..H4 do commute with
the presented integrals of motion and do not admit another integrals of motion independent
with ones given by relations (15)-(18). A much more difficult problem is to prove that the list
of superintegrable systems (15)-(18) is complete. To do this it is necessary to find all non-
equivalent solutions of the determining equations (6)-(12). The related detailed calculations
can be found in the Appendix.
Solving the determining equations we did not restrict ourselves to scalar and vector integrals
of motion. In contrary, we consider also the tensor integrals of motion and prove, that for
equation (2) they do not exist.
The eigenvalue problems for Hamiltonians (2) are systems of coupled partial differential
equations of second order, which are rather complicated. However, these Hamiltonians admit
at least three commuting integrals of motion. Thank to this fact the eigenvalue problems can be
effectively decoupled and reduced to ordinary differential equations in radial variables. Solutions
for two of the eigenvalue problems which include the Coulomb potential are presented in section
6, while the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Hamiltonian (18) have been found in paper [7].
In contrast with the case of scalar classical and quantum superintegrable systems, the sys-
tems with spin have been classified only partially. Thus they belong to a perspective research
field, and it would be interesting to extend our knowledge of these interesting and important
subjects. In particular, it is desirable to classify second order superintegrable systems with
dipole (and spin-orbit) interactions, which are not a priori rotationally invariant. This problem
is much more complicated than in the case of scalar systems, and it is a challenge to solve it.
One more interesting task is to search for relativistic counterparts of non-relativistic su-
perintegrable systems. The relativistic analogues of the Pron’ko-Stroganov system [5] and the
system with Hamiltonian (18) are discussed in papers [21] and [7], and it is not too difficult to
extend this discussion to the cases presented in (15)-(17).
A Solution of the determining equation
Here we present the main steps in solution of the determining equations (6)-(12).
A.1 Decoupling of the determining equations
First we will show how the rather complicated system of determining equations (6)-(12) can be
simplified and decoupled to algorithmically solvable subsystems.
Let us start with the first order integrals of motion. The corresponding functions Φµab are
equal to zero, and equations (6)-(8) are reduced to the following ones:
Λµab + Λ
µb
a = 0. (A1)
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These equations are easily integrated:
Λ0a = εabcxcα
b + νa, Λma =
6∑
i
Λmai (A2)
where
Λma1 = νδ
ma, Λma2 = µε
macxc, (A3)
Λma3 = ε
macµc, Λma4 = δ
maνcxc − xmνa, (A4)
Λma5 = ε
abcxbµ
mc, Λma6 = ν
ma. (A5)
Here αb, νa, ν, µ, µc, νma and µma are integration constants. Moreover, without loss of
generality we can set αb = 0 since non-trivial αb correspond to already declared integrals of
motion (13).
Thus to find the first order integrals of motion it is sufficient to solve equations (9)-(12) with
the given coefficients (A2) and trivial Φµab. Moreover, all cases enumerated in (A3), (A4) and
(A5) (which correspond to scalar, vector and tensors integrals of motion) should be considered
separately.
Consider the second order integrals of motion. In accordance with (6) functions Φ0ab should
satisfy equations for Killing tensors of rank 2. Thus they are second order polynomials in xa
which can be represented in the following form [20]
Φ0ab = Φ0ab1 + Φ
0ab
2 + Φ
0ab
3 + Φ
0ab
4 (A6)
where
Φ0ab1 = λ1δ
ab + λ2(δ
abx2 − xaxb), (scalar, even) (A7)
Φ0ab2 = λ
a
0x
b + λb0x
a − 2δabλc0xc, (vector, odd) (A8)
Φ0ab3 = λ
ab
1 + λ
ab
2 x
2 − λac2 xbxc
− λbc2 xaxc + δabλcd2 xcxd,
(tensor, even) (A9)
Φ0ab4 = λ
ac
3 ε
cbdxd + λ
bc
3 ε
cadxd. (tensor, odd) (A10)
Here λ1, λ2, λ
c, λabc are (real) integration constants. Moreover, λ
ab
c are symmetric and traceless
tensors. In the right brackets the covariant properties of integration constants and parities of
Φ0abi as functions of xa are indicated.
Functions Φmab with a fixed value of m 6= 0 also are Killing tensors of rank 2 w.r.t. indices a
and b. Their general form is analogous to (A6) but more complicated thanks to the additional
free index m:
Φmab =
7∑
i=1
Φmabi (A11)
where
Φmab1 = λ(2x
mδab − xaδmb − xbδma), (scalar, odd) (A12)
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Φmab2 = λ
m
1 δ
ab + δmaλb2 + δ
mbλa2 + λ
m
3 (δ
abx2 − xaxb)
+ δma(xbλc4xc − λb4x2) + δmb(xaλc4xc − λa4x2)
− xm(2δabλc4xc − λa4xb − λb4xa),
(vector, even) (A13)
Φmab3 = (ε
mcaλb5 + ε
mcbλa5)xc + λ
k
6(δ
maεbck + δmbεack)xc, (vector, odd) (A14)
Φmab4 = ε
macλcb3 + ε
mbcλca3 + (δ
maεdcb + δmbεdca)xcλ
dk
4 xk
− λad4 xmεbdcxc − λbd4 xmεadcxc,
(rank 2 tensor, even) (A15)
Φmab5 = λ
ma
1 x
b + λmb1 x
a − 2δabλmc1 xc
+ 2xmλab2 − (δmaλbc2 + δmbλac2 )xc,
(rank 2 tensor, odd) (A16)
Φmab6 = λ
mac
2 ε
cbdxd + λ
mbc
2 ε
cadxd, (rank 3 tensor, odd) (A17)
Φmab7 = λ
mab
3 x
2 − λmac3 xbxc − λmbc3 xaxc + δabλmcd3 xcxd. (rank 3 tensor, even) (A18)
Formulae (A6) and (A11) give the general solution of equations (6). One more subsystem
of the determining equations which can be easy integrated is given by formula (7). In this case
we deal with the equation for Killing vectors, whose general solution is given by equation (A2).
Solving of other equations (9)-(12) is a much more complicated problem which, however, can
be effectively separated to relative simple subproblems starting with the following speculations.
• By definition, Hamiltonian (2) admits integrals of motion (13) and is an integral of motion
by itself. Thus without loss of generality we can set αb = 0, Φ0ab1 = 0 and λ
ab
2 in (A2),
(A6) and (A9) respectively, since they correspond to higher order terms of operators H,
Ja and JaJb.
• Functions (A12) and (A8), (A13), (A14) correspond to scalar and vector integrals of
motion while the remaining solutions generate tensor operators (5). Since scalars, vec-
tors and tensors transform in different way under rotation transformations which keep
Hamiltonian invariant, all of them should satisfy the commutativity condition (4) inde-
pendently. In other words, the determining equations (6)-(12) should be solved separately
for scalar, vector and tensor operators.
• Integrals of motion which are tensors of rank 3 are forbidden since the number of their
components exceeds the maximal admissible number of integrals of motion. Thus it is
possible a priori to set in (A11) Φmab6 = Φ
mab
7 = 0.
• In accordance with (14) the external field F a and potential F 0 are vector and scalar with
well defined parities. Parities of solutions (A8)-(A10) and (A12)-(A18) are transparent
also. Then, analyzing properties of the remaining equations (8)-(12) under the space
inversion we conclude that functions Φmab, Λma and Ωm should have the same parity. In
addition, the parity of functions Φ0ab, Λ0a and Ω0 should be opposite to the parity of Φmab,
Λma and Ωm. Thus the system (6)-(12) should be solved separately for the cases when
(Φ0ab, Λ0a, Ω0) are even and odd with (Φmab, Λma, Ωm) being odd and even respectively.
In accordance with the above the system of determining equations (8)-(12) is decoupled to five
subsystems corresponding to scalar, vector and tensor functions Φµab with fixed parities. In
other words we are supposed to solve these equations with given combinations of functions Φ0ab,
Φmab and Λ0a, namely:
Φ0ab = 0, Φmab = Φmab1 , (A19)
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Φ0ab = Φ0ab2 , Φ
mab = Φmab2 , (A20)
Φ0ab = 0, Φmab = Φmab3 , Λ
0a = λa, (A21)
Φ0ab = Φ0ab3 , Φ
mab = Φmab5 , (A22)
Φ0ab = Φ0ab4 , Φ
mab = Φmab4 (A23)
where functions Φµabi are defined by equations (A8)-(A10) and (A12)-(A16). Except the case
(A21) the tensor Λ0a should be trivial.
A.2 Scalar constants of motion
Consider first order scalar constants of motion. The corresponding coefficient functions Λµa are
reduced to tensors Λma1 and Λ
ma
2 given in (A3). The general form of scalar operator (5) with
such coefficient functions is:
Q = ν1σ · L+ ν2σ · p+ σ · xf 1(x) + f 2(x) (A24)
where f 1 and f 2 are arbitrary functions of x. The corresponding coefficient functions in (5)
are:
Λma = ν1δ
ma + ν2ε
macxc, Ω
0 = f 2, Ωm = xmf 1 (A25)
while functions Φµab are trivial.
Substituting (A24), (A25) into equations (11) and (12) we obtain that f 2 =Const and
ν2 = 0. Then equation (10) turns to identity, and the last remaining equation (9) is solved by
f1 =
α
x
and ϕ1 =
α
x3
. As a result we obtain integrals of motion (15).
Consider second order scalars. There exist the only second order scalar term specified by
the coefficient function (A12). The general form of the corresponding scalar operator is given
by the following formula:
Q =
1
2
(σ · p× L− σ · L× p) + f(x)σ · L + ϕ(x)σ · p+ g(x)σ · x+ h(x) (A26)
where f(x), ϕ(x), g(x) and h(x) are functions of x which will be specified in the following.
The related multipliers Λma, Ωa and Ω0 in (5) are:
Λma = ϕ(x)δma + f(x)εmacxc, Ω
0 = h(x), Ωm = xmg(x). (A27)
Substituting (14), (A12) and (A27) into (8) we obtain the following conditions:
ϕ(x) = 0, f(x) = xϕ1. (A28)
The next equation, i.e., (9), is solved by the following functions:
g(x) =
α
x
, F 0 = f 2(x)− α
x
. (A29)
Equations (10) and (12) turn to identities, while the remaining equation (11) generates the
following condition for function h(x):
h′(x) = 2xϕ1 = 2f
′(x). (A30)
Relations (A27)-(A30) together with (2), (5) specify infinite many Hamiltonians defined up
to arbitrary function f . The corresponding integrals of motion are given by equations (16) and
(17).
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A.3 Vector integrals of motion
A.3.1 First order integrals
We start with first order vectors constants of motion. In accordance with (A2) and (A4) there
are two possible sets of the corresponding non-trivial coefficient functions in (5):
Λma = εmacµc, Ω0 = xcµ
cf1, Ω
a = µaf2 + x
aµcx
cf3 (A31)
and
Λ0a = ανa, Λma = δmaνcxc − xmνa, Ωa = εabcxbνcf4 (A32)
where f1, ..., f4 are functions of x. Functions Ω
a and Ω0 given in equations (A31) and (A32)
represent generic scalars linear in vector parameters ν and µ. Moreover, parities of these
functions satisfy conditions requested in the last item in section A1.
Substituting (A31), (A32) and (14) into determining equation (9) we obtain the necessary
condition ϕ = 0 which correspond to the trivial external field F. Thus Hamiltonian (2) with a
nontrivial dipole interaction does not admit first order vector integrals of motion.
A.3.2 General analysis of second order case
Consider the second order vector constants of motion. The corresponding second order terms
in (5) can include either even coefficients (A20) or odd coefficients (A21).
Let us start with even functions (A20). Being included into the same integral of motion,
all vector coefficients λa0, ..., λ
a
4 should be proportional, i.e., λ
a
µ = nµλ
a with some constants nµ
and λa. Thus we have the following coefficient functions for second order terms:
Φ0ab = ν0(λ
axb + λbxa − 2δabλcxc),
Φmab = ν1λ
mδab + ν2(δ
maλb + δmbλa) + ν3(λ
m(δabx2 − xaxb))
+ ν4(δ
ma(xbλcxc − λbx2) + δmb(xaλcxc − λax2)− xm(2δabλcxc − λaxb − λbxa)).
(A33)
The corresponding first order terms include even tensor functions Λma and odd vector func-
tions Λ0a. Moreover, all these functions should be linear in vector parameter λa, and λ0a should
solve equation (7). Without loss of generality we can represent them in the following form:
Λ0a = ν5ε
abcxbλc, (A34)
Λma = xmεackλcxkf1 + ε
mkaxkλcxcf2 + ε
mabλbf3 (A35)
where f1, f2 and f3 are arbitrary functions of x. Moreover, it is possible to set ν5 = 0, since a
nontrivial ν5 corresponds to derivative terms of the total orbital momentum which is an integral
of motion by construction.
Vector function Ωa and scalar Ω0 in (5) should be even and odd respectively. Their generic
form is given by the following equation:
Ω0 = λcxcf4, Ω
a = xaλcxcf5 + λ
af6. (A36)
Considering the odd coefficients (A21) we have the following coefficient functions for second,
first and zero order terms:
Φmab = ν1(ε
mcaλb + εmcbλa)xc + ν2λ
k(δmaεbck + δmbεack)xc, (A37)
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Λma = xmxaλcxcf1 + δ
maλcxcf2 + xmλ
af3 + xaλ
mf4, (A38)
Λ0a = ν3λ
a, Ωa = εabcxbλcf5 (A39)
where f1..f5 are arbitrary functions of x. The other coefficients in (5) are trivial.
Thus the classification of second order vector integrals of motion is reduced to finding non-
equivalent solutions of equations (6)-(12) for functions (A33)-(A36) and (A37)-(A39).
A.3.3 Solutions for functions (A33)-(A36) with trivial Φmab
For the case of trivial Φmab we have the following coefficient functions allowed by relations (7)
and (8):
Φ0ab = λaxb + λbxa − 2δabλcxc, Λma = νεmacλc (A40)
while the generic form of Ωa and Ω0 are still defined by equation (A36).
Substituting (14), (A40) and (A36) into equation (9) we obtain:(
1
2
(xaλb + xbλa)− δabxcλc
)
ϕ+
1
2
(
x2νaxb − xaxbλcnc) ϕ′
x
−2ν(xaλb − δabλcxc)ϕ+ λbxa f
′
6
x
+ νaxbf5 + δ
abxcλcf5 + x
axbλcxc
f ′5
x
= 0.
Equating coefficients for linearly independent terms xaλb, xbλa, xaxbλcxc and δabλcxc, we obtain
the following system of equations:
xϕ(1− 4ν) + 2f ′6 = 0, (xϕ)′ + 2f5 = 0,
ϕ′ = 2f ′5, (2ν − 1)ϕ+ f5 = 0.
(A41)
It follows from (A41) that
ν =
1
4
, ϕ =
α
x2
, f5 =
2α
x2
, f6 = c (A42)
where α and c are integration constants.
The next determining equation, i.e., (10), reduces to the following form:
(2νF 0
′ − αc)εmabxaνb = 0,
or
1
2
F 0
′
=
αc
x
. (A43)
On the other hand, equation (11), which takes the form
νaxf7 + x
aνcxcf ′7 + (ν
ax2 − xaνcxc)F 0′ = 0,
is solved by the following functions:
F 0 = f7 =
λ
x
(A44)
where λ is an integration constant.
Relations (A43) and (A44) are compatible if either α = 0 or λ = c = 0. The first possibility
corresponds to a trivial vector field F in equation (2). If λ = c = 0 and α 6= 0 then formulae
(A42) together with (A40), (A36), (14) and (5) gives the Hamiltonian and integral of motion
presented in equation (18).
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A.3.4 Solutions for functions (A33)-(A36) with nontrivial Φmab
Functions (A33)-(A36) solve the determining equations (6) and (7). The next step is to substi-
tute (A33)-(A36) and (14) into (8)-(12). Equating in (8) coefficients for linearly independent
terms:
Y mab1 = (ε
mbkλa + εmakλb)xk, Y mab2 = 2ε
mckλcxkδab, Y mab3 = 2ε
mckλcxkxaxb,
Y mab4 = (ε
mbcxa + εmacxb)λc, Y mab5 = x
m(xaεbcd + xbεacd)xcλd
and using the identities
(xaεmbc + xbεmac)λc = Y mab1 + Y
mab
4 − Y mab2 ,
(xaεbmk + xbεamk)xkλcxc = Y mab3 + Y
mab
5 − x2(Y mab1 + Y mab2 − Y mab4 )
(A45)
we obtain the following system of equations for functions ϕ, f1, f3 and f3:
ν4xϕ + f
′
2 − f ′1 = 0,
f ′2 − ν3xϕ = 0,
ν4x
3ϕ+ xf1 + x
2f ′2 + f
′
3 = 0,
(ν3x
2 − ν1)xϕ− x2f ′2 − f ′3 = 0,
ν2xϕ− x(f2x)′ + f ′3 = 0.
(A46)
The general solutions for system (A46) look as follows:
ϕ =
α
(x2 + ω)
3
2
, f1 = −α(ν3 + ν4)
(x2 + ω)
1
2
,
f2 = − αν3
(x2 + ω)
1
2
, f3 = − αν1
(x2 + ω)
1
2
, ω =
ν1
ν3 + ν4
(A47)
if ν3(ν3 + ν4) 6= 0, ν2 = (ν4 + 2ν3)ω, and
ϕ = α, f1 = −αν1, f2 = α(ν1 + ν2), f3 = 1
2
αν1x
2 (A48)
if ν3 = ν4 = 0. Here α is an integration constant.
Consider solutions (A47). The next determining equation, i.e., (9), is compatible with (A47)
with a nontrivial α only for the case ω = 0 and ν1 = ν2 = ν3 = 0. In accordance with (A47)
the corresponding Hamiltonian is reduced to the form given by equation (15). Solving (9) and
the remaining equations (10) and (11) we obtain the following second order integral of motion:
Q = J (σ · L+ 1 + ασ · n) (A49)
This result is trivial since (A49) is a product of the known first order integrals of motion for
Hamiltonian (15).
Consider the case ν3 = ν4 = 0 and the corresponding solutions (A48). Substituting functions
(A33), (A35), (A36) and (A48) into (9), and equating coefficients for linearly independent terms,
we obtain the following system:
2ν0αx− (2ν2 + ν1)x3 + ν2F 0′ + xf5 = 0,
f ′6 − ν0αx+ 2ν1F 0′ − ν1α2x3 = 0,
ν2F
0′ − ν0α + xf5 = 0,
2(ν1 + ν2)α
2x+ f ′5 = 0.
(A50)
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This system has nontrivial solutions iff λ0 = 0, ν1 = −2ν2, then
f5 = −ν2(α2x2 + 2c1), F 0 = α
2
4
x4 + c1x
2, f6 = ν2
(
g2
2
x2 + 8c1x
2
)
+ c2 (A51)
where c1 and c2 are integration constants.
Relations (A51) are compatible with equation (10) only for ν2α = 0. Thus a nontrivial
second order symmetry (which corresponds to ν2 6= 0) is possible for the trivial field F. We
show that, except (A49), there are now second order integrals of motion with even functions
(A20) provided Φmab are nontrivial.
A.3.5 Solutions for functions (A37)-(A39)
Functions (A37)-(A39) solve the subsystem of the determining equations given by relations (6)
and (7). Substituting these functions into the next equation (8) and equating the coefficients for
linearly independent terms xaxbxmλcxc, xmδabxcλc, (δmaxb + δmbxa)xcλc, λmxaxb, xm(λaxb +
λbxa), λmδab and δmaλb + δmbλa we obtain the following system:
f1 = ν2ϕ, f
′
1 = 0,
f ′2 + 2f1x = 0, f
′
3 + (f1 + (ν2 − ν1)ϕ)x = 0
f4 + ν2x
2ϕ = 0, f4 − ν2xϕ = 0,
f2 + f3 + (ν1 − ν2)x2ϕ = 0.
(A52)
Its general solutions are
f1 = f4 = ν2 = 0, f2 = µ, f3 = −ν1α
x
− µ, ϕ = α
x3
(A53)
where α and µ are integration constants.
The next determining equation (9) takes the following form:
xcλcεabkxk
(
F 0
′
x
+ 2
αµ
x3
)
+ εabkλkf5 + x
aεbkcλkxc
f ′5
x
= 0.
Its solutions are f5 = 0, F
0 = −2αµ
x
+Const. However, these solutions and solutions (A53) are
compatible with equation (12) only for α = 0, i.e., for the case of the trivial Pauli interaction.
Thus we prove that vector constants of motion exist only in two cases, namely, when the
Hamiltonian is given by equation (15) or (18). In the first case integrals of motion are given by
equation (A49) and so are products of the first order symmetry operators. In the second case
the integrals of motion are components of the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector with spin, introduced
in [7].
A.4 Tensor integrals of motion
In accordance with the analysis presented in section A1, the tensors of the zero and first order
in ∂
∂xa
do not exist. Moreover, to search for second order tensor integrals of motion we can a
priori restrict ourselves to the case when the coefficients for second order terms are given either
by equation (A22) or by equation (A23). Consider both versions consequently.
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A.4.1 Integrals of motion with odd Φ0ab and even Φmab
The corresponding coefficient functions for the second order terms are given by equations (A22),
(A10) and (A15), where the second order constant tensors should be proportional:
Φ0ab = ν1(λ
acεbck + λbcεack)xk, (A54)
Φmab = ν2(ε
macλcb + εmbcλca)
+ ν3
(
(δmaεbkc + δmbεakc)λkdxcxd − xm(λakεbkc + λbkεakc)xc) . (A55)
The related tensors Λma and vectors Ωm should be even functions of x linear in tensor
parameter λab. All such functions can be represented in the following form:
Λma = λmaf1 + x
mλacxcf2 + x
aλmcxcf3 + δ
maλcdxcxdf4, (A56)
Ωm = εmkcλcbxkxbf5 (A57)
where f1..f5 are arbitrary functions of x.
The coefficient Ω0 should be a scalar odd function linear in λab; such functions do not exist.
Substituting (A55) (A56) and (14) into (8) and equating coefficients for the linearly indepen-
dent terms xmδabλcdxcxd, λmaxb + λmbxa, δmaλbcxc+ δmbλacxc, xmλab, δmaxb+ δmbxa, δabλmcxc,
xaxbλmcxc and x
m(xbλac + xaλbc), we obtain the following conditions:
ν3 = 0, f2 = 0, f3 = 0, f4 = µ,
f ′1 + ν2xϕ = 0, 2f4 − ν2ϕ = 0
(A58)
where µ is an integration constant.
Let ν2 6= 0 then it follows from (A58) that
F µ =
2µxm
ν2
, Λmb = µ(δmbλcdxcxd − λmbx2). (A59)
If ν2 = 0 then f4 = 0, f1 = µ˜, and so
Φmab = 0, Λmb = µ˜λmb, Fm = xmϕ (A60)
where µ˜ is a constant and ϕ is an arbitrary function.
Substituting (A54), (A59) and (A55) with ν3 = 0 into the next determining equation (9)
and equating to zero the coefficient for the term εmakxkλcdxcxd we obtain the condition µ = 0.
In accordance with (A59) it corresponds to the trivial external vector field and so to the trivial
Pauli term in Hamiltonian (2).
Consider now the version represented by equations (A60). Substituting (A54) and (A60)
into (9), using the identities
εackλcmxk = εmckλcaxk + εmacλckxk,
εmakxkλcdxcxd = xmεakcxkλcbxb − xaεmkcxkλcbxb − x2εmacλckxk (A61)
and equating the coefficients for linearly independent terms presented in the r.h.s. of equation
(A61) we obtain the following conditions:
ϕ′ = 0, f ′5 = 0, 2ν1ϕ− f5 = 0, ν1ϕ− 2µ˜ϕ+ f5 = 0. (A62)
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It follows from (A62) that
ϕ = ν, f5 = 2νν1, µ˜ =
3
2
ν1 (A63)
where ν is a constant. However, equations (A57), (A60) and (A63) are incompatible with (10)
if ϕ = ν 6= 0, thus there are no tensor integrals of motion of the considered type for Hamiltonian
(2) with a non-trivial matrix term σ · F.
A.4.2 Integrals of motion with even Φ0ab and odd Φmab
The related coefficient functions for the second order terms are given by equations (A23), (A9)
and (A16). Moreover, without loss of generality it is possible to set in (A9) λab2 = 0 since the
terms including this coefficient can be related to the obvious symmetry operators λab2 JaJb where
Ja and Jb are components of the total orbital momentum. Thus we have:
Φ0ab = ν1λ
ab (A64)
Φmab = ν2(λ
maxb + λmbxa − 2δabλmcxc) + ν3(2xmλab − (δmaλbc + δmbλac)xc). (A65)
The corresponding tensors Λma and vectors Ωm should be odd functions of x linear in tensor
parameter λab. The generic form of such functions is given by the following equations:
Λmb = εmcbλckxkf1 + ε
bckλmkf2 + ε
mbcxcλdkxdxkf3 + ε
mkcλkdxbxcxdf4, (A66)
Ωa = λacxcf5 + x
aλkdxkxdf6 (A67)
where f1..f6 are functions of x.
In addition, there is a possible odd non-derivative term Ω0 in (5):
Ω0 = λkdxkxdf7. (A68)
Substituting (A65) and (A66) into (8) we obtain the following equation:
Xmab3
f ′2
x
+Xmab8
f1
x2
+Xmab2
f ′1
x
+ 2Xmab7 f3 +X
mab
9
f ′3
x
+Xmab6 f4
− (Xmab1 +Xmab2 )f4 +Xmab10
f ′4
x
− (ν2Xmab7 − ν3Xmab3 + ν3Xmab5 )ϕ = 0
(A69)
where
Xmab1 = (x
aεmcb + xbεmca)λckxk, Xmab2 = (x
aλbc + xbλac)εmckxk,
Xmab3 = λ
mk(xaεbck + xbεack)xc, Xmab4 = x
m(λakεbck + λbkεack)xc,
Xmab5 = (δ
maεbdk + δmbεadk)xdλkcxc, Xmab6 = 2δ
abεmck)xcλkdxd,
Xmab7 = (ε
mbcλak + εmacλbk)xcxk, Xmab8 = (ε
mcbλac + εmcaλbc)x2,
Xmab9 = (x
aεmbc + xbεmac)λkdxcxkxd, Xmab10 = 2x
axbεmckxcλkdxd.
(A70)
Tensors (A70) satisfy the following conditions:
Xmab3 = X
mab
1 −Xmab3 ,
Xmab4 = X
mab
7 +X
mab
8 −Xmab2 ,
Xmab5 = X
mab
1 +X
mab
6 +X
mab
7
(A71)
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while all terms in the r.h.s. of (A71) are linearly independent. Thus equation (A69) generates
the following system of equations:
f1 = 0, f
′
3 = f
′
4 = 0,
2f3 = (ν2 + ν3)ϕ, f4 = ν3ϕ,
f2 = f4x, f
′
2 + f4x+ ν3ϕx = 0.
(A72)
Solutions of this system with a non-trivial ϕ are:
f1 = f4 = ν3 = 0, f2 = µ, f3 =
ν2λ
2
, ϕ = λ (A73)
where µ and λ are arbitrary constants.
In accordance with (A73) coefficient functions (A66) and vector field F a are reduced to the
following form:
Λνa = µεackxcλνk +
1
2
ν2λε
νacλdkxcxdxk, F a = λxa. (A74)
Substituting (A64), (A65) with ν3 = 0, (A67) and (A74) into (9) and equating the coeffi-
cients for linearly independent terms λam, δamλcdxcxd, xaxm, xmλakxk and xaλmkxk we obtain
the following system:
2µλ = 0,
ν1λ+ f5 = 0,
f6 + ν2λ
2x2 − ν2
x
F 0
′
= 0,
f ′6 − ν2λ2x = 0,
ν2F
0′ + f ′5 + 2f6x = 0.
This system is compatible only for ν2 = 0 or λ = 0. The first case is compatible with (10)
only for λ = 0, thus all admissible solutions correspond to a trivial external vector field F a.
Summarizing, there are no rank 2 tensor integrals of motion for equation (2) if F 6= 0.
Integrals of motion which are tensors of rank 3 can be excluded a priory since they have
too many independent components whose number exceeds the maximal possible number of
constants of motion for a 3d system. The absence of such integrals of motion (and integrals
being tensors of rank R>3) also can be proven directly using the determining equations (6)-(12).
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